
eDINGO® 500
COMPACT UTILITY LOADERS

KE Y FE ATURES

Toro is introducing the next generation in electric compact utility loaders: the Toro eDingo 500. Exceptional 

runtime in a compact design allows the eDingo to fit in the tightest spaces and tackle the toughest of jobs. 

Ideal for indoor construction and demolition, the eDingo 500 is powered by the HyperCell® Power System, 

a battery technology developed by Toro to match the power of traditional internal combustion powered 

products with zero exhaust emissions and less noise.  The eDingo is optimized to deliver up to an eight-

hour continuous runtime, while maintaining a 515lb ROC allowing it to complete more jobs with less has-

sle.

Patented Controls - Operate the eDingo with Toro’s patented 

one-handed traction controls.  This user-friendly design allows  

for smooth and precise movements at any skill level

30" Width - The new, next generation 

eDingo has a brand-new frame with a 

narrow footprint to easily fit through 

a 3-ft. door

Up to 8 Hours Continuous Runtime* - The new eDingo incorporates  

the Hypercell Power System with over 13 kWh for up to 8 hours of 

continuous runtime

*Run time may vary based upon conditions and attachment being used

81" Hinge Pin Height - 

Industry leading hinge pin height 

while maintaining 515 lbs. ROC



eDINGO 500

(MODEL 22219)

  BATTERY Capacity 13.57 kWh

Chemistry Lithium Ion

Charging Requirements 15 AMP @ 120V

HYDRAULIC         
SYSTEM

Hydraulic Pressure 3,250 psi (22,408 kPa)

Hydraulic Flow 6.5 gpm (24.6 lpm)

Reservior Capacity 6 gallons (27.28 liters)

WHEELS Standard Non-marking / Solid

DIMENSIONS Wheelbase 28" (71.12 cm)

Ground Clearance 4.25" (10.80 cm)

Overall Dimensions (WxLxH)
With Bucket

41.83”x88”x54.25”  
(106.25 cm x 223.52 cm x 137.80 cm)

Overall Dimensions (WxLxH)
Without Bucket

30”x66.25”x54.25” 
(76.20 cm x 168.28 cm x 137.80 cm)

Maximum Operating Height 106" (269.24 cm)

Hinge Pin Height 81" (205.74 cm)

Dump Height 61" (154.94 cm)

Dump Angle 38 degrees

Reach - Fully Raised 21.5" (54.61 cm)

Ground Speed 2.75 mph (4.43 kph)

Weight 2,342 lbs (1,062.31 kg)

Tip Capcity 1,251 lbs (567.44 kg)

Rated Operating Capacity 515 lbs (233.60 kg)

SPECIFICATIONS

eDINGO® 500

©2023 The Toro Company  Part No. 490-0960

Products depicted in this literature are for demonstration purposes only. Actual products o�ered for sale may 

vary in use, design, required attachments and safety features. We reserve the right to improve our products 

and make changes in specifications, designs and standard equipment without notice and without incurring 

obligation. See your dealer for details on all of our warranties.  toro.com/edingo

Attachments

Most existing Toro attachments are available including: 

• Buckets

• Floor Scraper

• Adjustable Forks

• Hydraulic Breaker

• Grapple

30" Width

Patented Controls

81" Hinge Pin Height plus 515 lb ROC

On board charger


